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Extended hard-X-ray emission in the inner few
parsecs of the Galaxy
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The Galactic Centre hosts a puzzling stellar population in its inner
few parsecs, with a high abundance of surprisingly young, rela-
tively massive stars bound within the deep potential well of the
central supermassive black hole, Sagittarius A* (ref. 1). Previous
studies suggest that the population of objects emitting soft X-rays
(less than 10 kiloelectronvolts) within the surrounding hundreds
of parsecs, as well as the population responsible for unresolved
X-ray emission extending along the Galactic plane, is dominated
by accreting white dwarf systems2–5. Observations of diffuse hard-
X-ray (more than 10 kiloelectronvolts) emission in the inner 10
parsecs, however, have been hampered by the limited spatial reso-
lution of previous instruments. Here we report the presence of a
distinct hard-X-ray component within the central 43 8 parsecs, as
revealed by subarcminute-resolution images in the 20–40 kiloelec-
tronvolt range. This emission is more sharply peaked towards the
Galactic Centre than is the surface brightness of the soft-X-ray
population5. This could indicate a significantly more massive
population of accreting white dwarfs, large populations of low-
mass X-ray binaries or millisecond pulsars, or particle outflows
interacting with the surrounding radiation field, dense molecular
material ormagnetic fields. However, all these interpretations pose
significant challenges to our understanding of stellar evolution,
binary formation, and cosmic-ray production in the Galactic
Centre.
The Galactic Centre region is dense with X-ray-emitting objects6; it

contains the supernova remnant Sagittarius (Sgr) A East, the colliding
stellar winds surrounding Sgr A*, the hot plasma of the Sgr A East
plume, dozens ofmagnetic X-ray filaments, and thousands of resolved7

and unresolved point sources that constitute the Galactic ridge X-ray
emisison3–5,8. In hard X-rays, the INTEGRAL satellite has detected
emission centred within 19 of the Galactic Centre9. However, the spa-
tial resolution of INTEGRAL’s IBIS coded aperture mask (129) has
motivated speculation that the emission results not from a single
object, but from a collection of the many surrounding X-ray sources3.
The NuSTAR X-ray observatory10, which has an effective area

extending from 3 to 79 keV and an angular resolution of 180 (equival-
ent to 0.7 pc at the Galactic Centre), viewed the Galactic Centre for a
total of 281 ks in July, August and October of 2012. The image of the
central 12 pc3 12 pc of the Galaxy (Fig. 1) in the 20–40 keV energy
band reveals for the first time a faint diffuse emission that is peaked at
the Galactic Centre and extends along the Galactic plane. The image is
dominated by this feature, whose spectrum and localization within
several parsecs of Sgr A* distinguish it from other unresolved X-ray

emission in the Galaxy, and which has no obvious correlation with
radio images of the dense molecular gas of the circumnuclear disk11 or
the dust and gas of Sgr AWest12. The features prominent in soft-X-ray
images no longer visibly contribute, with the exception of bright point-
like emission from the pulsar wind nebula G359.9520.0413 and fainter
emission from the X-ray filament G359.9720.03814 and the
Cannonball15 neutron star.
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Figure 1 | The 20–40 keV image of the inner 59 3 59 (12 pc3 12 pc) of the
Galaxy. The colour scale shows flux in units of counts per pixel s21. The image
has been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of width ,50 (2 pixels). The solid
ellipse (white) illustrates the FWHM of the fit to the unresolved emission.
Emission consistent with the pulsar wind nebula G359.95–0.0413, as well as
fainter emission from the Cannonball19 and non-thermal filament G359.97–
0.03814, is also visible. The dashed ellipse (green) indicates the soft X-ray extent
of Sgr A East19. Spectra are extracted from the two thick-dashed regions (white
polygons).
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The spatial distribution of this new feature can be described by an
ellipsoidal Gaussian with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
7:8z0:9

{0:7 pc along the Galactic plane and 3:9z0:4
{0:3 pc out of the plane

(Fig. 2), where the distance to the Galactic Centre is set to be 8 kpc, the
physical extent is quoted before convolution with the NuSTAR point
spread function (PSF), and errors are 3s confidence limits. The cen-
troid of this emission is compatiblewith theGalactic Centre, defined as
the radio location of Sgr A* (right ascension 17 h 45 min 40.036 s,
declination229u 009 28.170; J2000.0)16, at the 2s confidence level. As
the emission is centred ,19 away from the centre of the Sgr A East
thermal emission and extends asymmetrically.300 beyond the super-
nova shell to the southwest, a hard-X-ray component of Sgr A East is
ruled out as the origin.
We performed spectral analysis in two regions at radii r< 19–29 to

the southwest and northeast of Sgr A* (see Fig. 1), chosen such that
,4% of the emission from G359.9520.04 contaminates each region
(radii are measured from the radio location of Sgr A*). Since the
NuSTARspectral resolution10 is insufficient to fully resolve the neutral,
He-like, and H-like Fe emission lines, we used 2–10 keV XMM-
Newton data from these same regions to constrain the temperatures
of the plasma emission below 20 keV.
The soft spectrum of the southwest region is dominated by point

sources and truly diffuse emission (Fig. 3). Modelling this as two
collisional-ionized plasmas17 yields the best-fit temperatures
kT1~1:0z0:3

{0:4 keV and kT2~7:5z1:6
{1:3 keV, with a neutral Fe equivalent

width of 126z46
{44 eV at 6.4 keV (90% confidence limits). These values

are consistent with those previously obtained by Chandra analysis of
faint point sources2 in the inner 99 and diffuse emission18 in the inner
r< 29–179, as well asXMM-Newton analysis5 of the regions r5 29–209.
The kT < 1.0 keV plasma is attributed to supernova heating of the
interstellarmedium, coronally active stars, and accreting non-magnetic
white dwarfs4. The kT < 7.5 keV plasma is consistent with emission
from resolved and unresolved accreting magnetic white dwarfs2,3,5 with
mean white dwarf mass MWD < 0.5M[ (M[ is the solar mass). The
stellar-mass (M) normalized luminosity (L) of our thermal components
is L(2–10 keV)/M < 931027 erg s21 M{1

8 at r < 3 pc, which is con-
sistent with that measured by XMM-Newton5 at r< 4 pc.We therefore
conclude that our kT1 and kT2 components describe the same emission
established by previous X-ray observations.
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Figure 2 | Profiles of the 20–40 keV data and spatial model along Galactic
longitude and latitude. a, Galactic latitude; b, Galactic longitude. Top panels,
the data (flux in units of counts s21 arcsec22, red data points; error bars, 1s) are
fitted to a model consisting of an ellipsoidal Gaussian (dashed line), which
describes the extended emission, and a point-like Gaussian (thin solid line),
which describesG359.9520.04, both convolvedwith the on-axisNuSTARPSF,
as well as a background (dash-dot line) that varies between detector chips.
Profiles are integrated from 250 on either side of each axis, with the origin
defined at Sagittarius A*. The combined model (thick solid line) and residual
emission (lower panel) show that this model describes the data well.
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Figure 3 | Unfolded broadband X-ray spectrum of the southwest region.
Top panel, the 2–10 keV spectrum consists of XMM-Newton data from the pn
(black),MOS1 (red) andMOS2 (green) instruments. Plotted on the y axis is flux
in units of counts s21 keV21 cm22. The 10–40 keV spectrum consists of
NuSTAR focal plane A (dark blue) and B (cyan) data. Error bars are 1s. Above

20 keV, the extended emission dominates, described well by a kT. 35 keV
bremsstrahlung (here) or a photon index ofC5 1.3–1.8 (ExtendedData Fig. 4).
Dashed lines illustrate separate model components. Bottom panel, fit residuals.
Full spectral parameters are given in Extended Data Tables 2 and 3.
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Above 20 keV, this thermal emission becomes negligible, and the
spectrum is dominated by hard emission from our new feature. This
emission can be described by either a power law with photon index
C~1:5z0:3

{0:2 and flux Fpower-law(20–40 keV) 5 6.7 3 10213 erg s21

cm22 or a poorly constrained high-temperature bremsstrahlung at
kThigh~58z127

{23 keV and flux FkT-high(20–40 keV) 5 6.83 10213 erg
s21 cm22. It is critical to note that this hard spectrum cannot be
accounted for by extrapolating the previously detected soft thermal
emission attributed to accreting magnetic white dwarfs.
The X-ray energy EX . 20 keV spectrum and flux of the northeast

region are consistent with those observed in the southwest. The north-
east contains significant soft emission from Sgr A East, which dom-
inates over the point source and diffuse populations. Sgr A East is
modelled as a two-temperature collisional-ionized plasma, yielding
temperatures kT1~1:1z0:1

{0:2 keV and kT2~5:1z0:9
{0:7 keV, and metalli-

city Z~2:3z0:9
{0:4 Z8 (where Z[ is the solar metallicity), which are in

agreement with Chandra and XMM-Newton measurements19,20.
Again, this soft thermal emission does not contribute significantly
above 20 keV, where the spectrum is fitted well by either a power
law with C~1:6z0:3

{0:4 and flux Fpower-law(20–40 keV) 5 7.6 3 10213

erg s21 cm22 or a high-temperature bremsstrahlung with
kThigh~66z203

{30 keV and flux FkT-high(20–40 keV) 5 7.43 10213 erg
s21 cm22. Faint contaminating emission from the non-thermal X-ray
filament G359.97–0.03814 accounts for the 14% difference in flux
between the northeast and southwest regions.
The uniform 20–40 keV spectral and flux values in both regions

support the conclusion that the feature is symmetric along the Galactic
plane around Sgr A* and is either thermal with kThigh . 35 keV or
non-thermal with a photon index of C 5 1.2–1.9 (90% confidence
limits). Using the two-dimensional Gaussian spatial intensitymodel to
scale the flux from the southwest region indicates a luminosity of
L(20–40 keV) 5 2.4 3 1034 erg s21 within the 4 pc 3 8 pc FWHM
of emission. This is,10% of the magnitude of the 20–40 keV lumin-
osity of the INTEGRAL Galactic Centre source.
The measured spectrum, luminosity and spatial profile constrain

the possible origins of this emission, even given the broad parameter
range of our phenomenological model. Truly diffuse sources, such as
synchrotron radiation from magnetic filaments21 or low-surface-
brightness pulsar wind nebulae22, or bremsstrahlung and inverse
Compton emission from Sgr A* particle outflows (cosmic rays) inter-
acting with dense molecular material, could produce the observed
spectrum. This interpretation is challenging, though, as there is no
spatial correlation with corresponding radio images12 or radiation
density models23, and our current estimates of magnetic filaments
and supernova birth rates in this region cannot reproduce the observed
luminosity (as described in Methods).
A natural explanation for our emission is provided by the inter-

mediate polar (a type of cataclysmic variable binary star), which has
the hardest spectrum of all accreting magnetic white dwarfs. A mean
kT. 35 keV implies a mean white dwarf mass24 MWD. 0.9M8. This
is substantially more massive than the population with mean
MWD< 0.5M8 previously observed in the Galactic Centre2,5 and
ridge3, or the MWD5 0:66z0:09

{0:07M8 population observed in the
Galactic bulge8. It is further distinguished from the low-mass inter-
mediate polar population by its surface brightness distribution, which
falls more steeply with distance from the Galactic Centre. Refitting our
20–40 keV image in the region r . 600 (to avoid biasing the distri-
bution owing to the presence of G359.9520.04) shows a decrease with
angular offset from Sgr A*, h, and latitudinal angular offset from Sgr
A*, w, of h2aexp(2jwj/wsc), with a 5 1.4 6 0.1 and latitudinal scale
heightwsc5 1.096 0.19 (1s errors). This is significantly narrower than
the a~0:6z0:02

{0:03 and wsc~18:6’z1:6’
{1:2’ measured for the 2–10 keV dis-

tribution5 at r . 29.
Our observed luminosity implies that about 103–104 of these mas-

sive intermediate polars would exist in the central 4 pc3 8 pc. Scaling
the density of intermediate polars in the solar neighbourhood by the

stellar density of the Galactic Centre25 and the fraction of sufficiently
massive progenitor B-stars predicts about three orders of magnitude
fewer systems. Though puzzling, this overabundance is of similar
magnitude to that implied for the low-mass population5.
A significant contribution from low-mass X-ray binaries or from

millisecond pulsars may also be possible. The stellar density of faint
X-ray transients is already known to be higher in the Galactic
Centre26,27. However, for a population of low-mass black hole28 or
neutron star29 X-ray binaries to account for the observed luminosity
while remaining consistent with SWIFT X-ray outburst monitoring
results26, it must be composed of a rare class of very faint X-ray tran-
sients26,28. A sufficient population ofmillisecond pulsars would account
for ,40% of the sources identified by Chandra. This in contrast to
previous analyses identifying accreting magnetic white dwarfs as the
majority2,4,7, but could indicate a surprising abundance of unidentified
millisecond pulsars in the region. This could strengthen the motivation
for a millisecond pulsar explanation of the c-ray excess observed by the
Fermi c-ray space telescope surrounding the Galactic Centre30.
Regardless of origin, these observations reveal novel processes pre-

sentwithin the inner parsecs of theGalaxy. If arising froma population
of compact objects, the steeply falling spatial distribution suggests that
binary systems are accumulating, forming, and/or experiencing accre-
tion with a much higher probability in the inner parsecs than in the
solar neighbourhood or the Galactic bulge. These observations thus
provide input useful for studying accretion physics, dynamical forma-
tion, and evolution of exotic binaries near the central supermassive
black hole. A cosmic-ray origin, in contrast, has implications for mod-
els of particle outflow from Sgr A*, as well as radiation and magnetic
field distributions.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in theonline versionof thepaper; referencesunique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Weuse data from three NuSTAR observations of the Sgr A* region in 2012: 20–23
July (154 ks), 4–6 August (77 ks), and 16–18October (50 ks). These correspond to
the observation IDs 30001002001, 30001002003, and 30001002004, respectively.
Data reduction and spectral extraction were performed with the NuSTAR Data
Analysis Software (NuSTARDAS) v1.1.0 software package. The HEASoft v6.13
package was used for data analysis.
Event selection. We removed all data from within 100 s of passage through the
South Atlantic Anomaly and time periods corresponding to Sgr A* flares, as
observed by NuSTAR or during coincident Chandra observations31. Data from
focal plane B of the July and October observations are not included due to stray
light10 from the nearby bright objects GX 311 and 1E1740-2942. After data
screening and combining available focal plane A (FPMA) and B (FPMB) observa-
tions, the analysis contains,297 ks of effective exposure time.
Image analysis.The nominal NuSTAR image coordinates are accurate to 80 (90%
confidence level)10. To improve our positional accuracy, we derived an astrometric
correction for each observation by registering known sources. For the July and
October observations, we used the radio position of Sgr A*16, the NuSTAR posi-
tion of the Sgr A* flare in the 3–79 keV band, the Chandra position of Sgr A-E22,
and the NuSTAR position of Sgr A-E21 in the 3–10 keV band for source registra-
tion. For theAugust observation, where the lack of a flaremakes localization of Sgr
A* difficult with NuSTAR, we instead used the Chandra position of the
Cannonball19, the NuSTAR position of the Cannonball15 in the 10–40 keV band,
the Chandra position of Sgr A-E, and the NuSTAR position of Sgr A-E in the 3–10
keV band.
After each photon event file was position corrected, we combined NuSTAR

images in sky coordinates and normalized the resulting image by an effective
exposure map that accounts for observation time, but not vignetting effects.
Since the optical axis was near SgrA* for all observations anddetector background
rates in the 20–40 keV energy band are non-negligible, vignetting was accounted
for in the spatial fitting by convolving the source components, but not detector
background components, with the on-axis NuSTAR point spread function (PSF).
We defined a systematic error on the astrometric correction to be the maximum
distance between the reference positions and the NuSTAR centroid positions of
the Cannonball and Sgr A-E knot in the resulting image, yielding uncertainties of
1.00 in RA and 1.20 inDec. This is in addition to the 40 spatial uncertainty from the
PSF smearing effect due to incomplete aspect reconstruction32.
We used the Sherpa33 package to fit a phenomenological model to the 20–40

keV raw photon count sky image. Due to low source counts, the C-statistic was
used. This model was composed of one symmetric point-like Gaussian and one
ellipsoidal extended Gaussian source, both convolved with the on-axis NuSTAR
PSF stored in the NuSTARDAS v1.1.0 CALDB database, and a flat internal back-
ground that varies between detector chips. The backgroundmapwasderived using
blank sky observations to fix the relative normalization of the detector background
between each chip. In this energy range, the stray light background due to the
cosmic X-ray background and Galactic ridge X-ray emission are subdominant
compared to the internal background. The overall normalization of the back-
groundmap was left as an independent fit parameter. The total effective exposure
map was used to normalize all three fit components. The final model used for
fitting was thus:

Psf| gauss2d:sourceOnezgauss2d:sourceTwoð Þ � emap

zbkgdmap � emap

where psf is the on-axis NuSTAR PSF, gauss2d.sourceOne is the point-like
Gaussian, gauss2d.sourceTwo is the ellipsoidal extended Gaussian, bkgdmap is
the background map, and emap is the effective exposure map. Here, * indicates
multiplication and 3 indicates convolution. To minimize variations in back-
ground and detector response across different detector chips, and to avoid emis-
sion from the molecular cloud regions to the northeast, the fit was performed
within a radius r , 39 from the Galactic Centre.
The 20–40keVmodel and residuals in the fit region are shown in ExtendedData

Fig. 1. No remaining significant structure is present in the residual map. The
component gauss2d.sourceOne fits to a FWHM of 1:8z2:3’’

{0:7 , where 2.50 is one
image pixel. This is a lower limit on the spatial extent, consistent with a source
small compared to the 180 (FWHM)NuSTAR PSF. The second component fits to
aGaussianwith FWHM~195:8z21:9’’

{16:8 along themajor axis, FWHM~101:8z11:4’’
{8:7

along theminor axis, and an inclination of h5 57u from the positive northern axis.
The centroid of this component is located at DRA~{2:2z4:5’’

{3:8 and
DDec:~2:8z3:4’’

{4:1 from Sgr A*. Because calculating fit errors while leaving all
parameters free was too computationally intensive, the amplitude of the back-
groundmap and the extended component ellipticity and hwere fixed during error
calculation. All fit parameters are listed in Extended Data Table 1. Consistent

values of centroid location and spatial extent are obtained by fitting a single
ellipsoidal Gaussian and background model in a region that excludes the central
600 radius, thus minimizing emission from G359.95–0.04.
To compare the NuSTAR 20–40 keV morphology with the 2–10 keV surface

brightness distribution, we re-fitted the NuSTAR data with the spatial model used
by theHeard andWarwick5 analysis ofXMM-Newtondata in the region r5 29–209:

S~Nh{aexp { wj j=wscð Þzconst: ð1Þ
This model describes a surface brightness S falling as a function of the angular
offset h (measured in arcminutes) from the position of Sgr A* and the latitude
angle w, measured with respect to the latitude of Sgr A*. The parameters N, a and
wsc represent the normalization of the power law, the power-law index, and the
latitudinal scale height in arcminutes, respectively.
To avoid biasing the steepness of the distribution, we excluded the central r,

600 region that contains the bright pulsar wind nebula G359.9520.04. We also
exclude the emission from r , 200 surrounding the Cannonball15. The constant
background term const. is obtained by fitting the same backgroundmap as used in
our two-Gaussian phenomenological model to the region r5 3000–4000, yielding
the same background normalization as obtained in the two-Gaussian model
above. We note that this const. term does not represent the true underlying sky
surface brightness, as it contains a large contribution from instrumental back-
ground. Fitting in the region r5 600–1800 constrains the spatial parameters to be a
5 1.46 0.1 and wsc5 1.096 0.19 (1s errors). This is significantly narrower in both
longitude and latitude than the soft distribution observed by Heard andWarwick,
who obtained a~0:6z0:02

{0:03 and wsc~18:6z1:6’
{1:2 . The effect of vignetting is not

important this close to the optical axis. Re-fitting the data using an exposure
map that includes the effect of vignetting, calculated at 25 keV, yields consistent
values of a 5 1.26 0.1 and wsc 5 1.09 6 0.19.
In order to fit over the full r, 1800 region and to further comparewith our two-

Gaussian model, we fix the magnitude and position of the point-like Gaussian
describing G359.9520.04 to the same values as listed in Extended Data Table 1.
Re-fitting the distribution S in this full region yields a5 1.096 0.19 and wsc5 1.19
6 0.19. The profiles of the total 20–40 keV emission along Galactic longitude and
latitude, along with this best-fit model result, are shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.
Spectral analysis. Using the event files with astrometric corrections applied, we
extracted source spectra from the dashed regions shown in Fig. 1. Since the 20–40
keV NuSTAR image is dominated by internal detector background, the back-
ground spectra were extracted from regions located on the same detector chip
that contains the Sgr A* region, but outside the molecular cloud regions (see
Extended Data Fig. 3).
We used 2–10 keV data from the XMM-Newton observations carried out on

2012 August 31 (observation ID 0694640301) and 2012 September 24 (obser-
vation ID 0694641101), reprocessed with SAS v12.0.1. No bright X-ray outbursts
occurred during these periods. We extracted EPIC-pn and EPIC-MOS spectra
from the regions used for the NuSTAR analysis and followed the standard data
screening procedures from the September 2013 XMM-Newton ABC guide.
The resulting data from theMOS1,MOS2, and pn instruments sum to,210 ks

of effective exposure time. For MOS1, the 2012 September 24 observation fell on a
dead detector chip and is not used. Since theXMM-Newton spectra are dominated
by soft diffuse emission that fills the central arcminutes, the background spectra
were extracted from dimmer regions located at least 109 to the northwest of the
Sagittarius A* region.
Spectral fitting and flux derivations were performed in XSPEC version 12.8.034,

with photoionization cross-sections as defined in ref. 35 and abundances for the
interstellar absorption as defined in ref. 36. All spectra were re-binned so that each
spectral bin contained at least 20 counts above the estimated background level,
obtained by scaling the background spectrum to the source extraction area.
To analyse the southwest and northeast region spectra of XMM-Newton and

NuSTAR, we compared the models const.*tbabs*(apec1 apec1 gaus1 po) and
const.*tbabs*(apec 1 apec 1 gaus 1 bremss), where const. is a constant factor,
tbabs is the neutral hydrogen absorption model, apec is a collisionally ionized
plasma model, gaus is a Gaussian emission line model centred at 6.4 keV with
width fixed to s 5 0.01 keV (to model neutral Fe emission), po is a power-law
model, and bremss is a thermal bremsstrahlungmodel. The final spectral fit values
are not significantly sensitive to the width of the Gaussian fixed at 6.4 keV. The
thermal bremsstrahlung model was chosen to describe possible very-high-tem-
perature (.30 keV) emission,where emission lineswouldno longer be present. To
account for different normalizations between instruments, the constant factor was
allowed to fit freely to each data set.
The best-fit parameters and 90% confidence level statistical errors are listed in

Extended Data Tables 2 and 3. In the southwest region, the lower-temperature
component has a best-fit metallicity that is very high, Z 5 5Z[, but varying this
parameter has no effect on the spectral parameters of the higher-energy compo-
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nents. The higher-temperature component fits to a metallicity Z5 1.7Z[. This is
consistent with emission from unresolved magnetic accreting white dwarfs, with
slightly enhanced metallicity because the lighter elemental abundances, which are
measured to be Z. Z[ in the Galactic Centre18, are linked to the Fe abundance in
the apec model. Because a degeneracy exists between the values for the abundance
of the kT2 component, the normalization of the kT2 component, and the normal-
ization of the power-law component, the kT2 abundance was fixed to its best-fit
value during the calculation of parameter error intervals. The hard component can
bemodelled equally well by either a thermal bremsstrahlung, as shown in Fig. 3, or
a power law, as shown in Extended Data Fig. 4. In the northeast region, the hard
emission can be described by these samemodels, as shown in ExtendedData Figs 5
and 6. The non-thermal spectrum of G359.9720.03814 could contribute at most
19% of the flux observed in the northeast region (at the 90% confidence level).
Spectral analysis of central r5 200.Our spatial model and the asymmetric surface
brightness distribution indicate that our observation cannot be attributed to PSF
leakage from a bright, central source. To further support this claim, we perform
spectral analysis of the r5 200 region surrounding the point-like source attributed
toG359.9520.04. The radiuswas chosen tomaximize the ratio of the point-source
flux to the underlying extended flux. The software versions, background regions,
and spectral re-binning are identical to those used above.
We first fit the NuSTAR data in the energy range 20–60 keV with a power-law

model, po, yielding C~2:2z0:4
{0:3. This is significantly softer than the emission

measured in the southwest or northeast regions. To better constraint the photon
index, we again combine the 2–10 keV XMM-Newton data with 10–60 keV
NuSTAR data. The soft emission is dominated by Sgr A East, with best-fit tem-
peratures and abundances consistent with Chandra and XMM-Newton measure-
ments of this region19,20. The hard emission is described by C~2:0z0:2

{0:2, again
significantly softer than the best-fit values of the extended emission.
Population analysis. Truly diffuse sources.Chandra has identified 17 X-ray-emit-
ting non-thermal filaments in the central 2093 209 region22, with photon indices
ranging within C< 1.0–2.0. Extrapolating the combined 2–10 keV luminosity of
the six filaments (excluding G359.9520.04) that lie within the central 4 pc3 8 pc
region using our best-fitC5 1.6, we see that they could contribute at most 30% of
the observed luminosity. Also, no X-ray filaments are identified in our southwest
region. The faintest filament observed byChandra has a luminosity ofL(2–10 keV)
5 2.03 1032 erg s21. Interpreting this as aminimumChandra detection threshold
and again extrapolating using the best-fit photon index implies that ,100 addi-
tional filaments would be necessary to account for the total luminosity. Radio
emission, which is observed from ,25% of X-ray filaments37, would thus be
expected to trace our observed morphology. However, no such similar structure
is observed in recent 6 cm radio maps12.
A population of low-surface-brightness pulsar wind nebulae38 could also con-

tribute. Again assuming L(2–10 keV) 5 2.0 3 1032 erg s21 is the minimum
luminosity at which Chandra would detect an extended object,,100 such objects
are required. However, simulations indicate that only a few dozen should exist,
spread over the central r5 209 of the Galaxy22. Thus an order ofmagnitude higher
supernova birth rate in the Galactic Centre than currently assumed would be
required to explain our observations.
In addition to particle outflows from Sgr A*, cosmic rays from shocked stellar

winds combined with the high radiation density of the region could produce an
inverse Compton origin. To account for the observed 20–40 keV luminosity of the
southwest region, which is at a distance of r< 2–5 pc, a cosmic-ray density similar
to that of the central r, 1 pc and a radiation density of,10,000 eV cm23 would be
required39. However, the radiation density decreases rapidly with distance from
Sgr A*23, falling from,5,000 eV cm23 in the inner parsec to, 50 eV cm23 at a
distance of 10 pc, and the cosmic-ray density is also expected to decrease rapidly
away from the Galactic Centre.
A more exotic origin of electrons could be the annihilation of dark-matter

particles. However, the electron energies required to produce the observed spec-
trum are too large to be produced by even the heaviest dark-matter candidates40.
TheNuSTAR emission is alsomuchmore centrally localized and asymmetric than
would be predicted for dark-matter annihilation in the Galactic halo41.
Intermediate polars.Our estimate of the necessary number of intermediate polars
to reproduce the observed spectrum is based on assumed8 2–10 keV luminosities
ranging from Lmin < 1030–1031 erg s21 to Lmax < 1033 erg s21, with an integral
source luminosity distribution N(.L) / L2a and spectral index a < 1–1.5.
The bremsstrahlung model we have used in our spectral fitting approximates

the spatially dependent temperature of the cooling accretion column of an inter-
mediate polar by an average colour temperature. To directly determine the mean
mass limit implied by our observations, we refit the spectra of the southwest and

northeast regions using the model of ref. 24. Since our soft components agree with
previously measured values, we constrain these parameters to stay within their
90% confidence intervals. This yields a 90% confidence level lower limit on the
mean white dwarf mass ofMWD. 0.9M[. As with the high-temperature brems-
strahlung model, the upper limit is not well constrained.
Low-mass X-ray binaries.Our knowledge of the luminosity of quiescent black hole
low-mass X-ray binaries is limited, based on a sample of only 17 systems42. For
typical luminosities of L(2–10 keV) < (2–4) 3 1031 erg s21, ,103 such systems
would be required inside the central 4 pc 3 8 pc to account for our observed
luminosity. In the last decade, X-ray monitoring surveys26,43 are believed to have
uncovered virtually all transient systems within the inner 50 pc with recurrence
times of less than ,5–10 yr, outburst durations longer than a few days, and
outburst luminosities L(2–10 keV).,1034 erg s21. Assuming a black hole binary
outburst recurrence time of Tr < 50–100 yr and durations ranging from weeks to
months28 and using the integrated Swift monitoring time implies ,12–50 tran-
sient events should have been detected from an underlying population of ,103

black hole systems. However, only two new transient sources that could plausibly
be attributed to low-mass black hole systems have been observed in that time. A
large population of neutron star low-mass X-ray binaries is also inconsistent with
X-ray monitoring surveys, assuming a mean L(2–10 keV) < 1032 erg s21 and
recurrence times29 of,5–10 yr.
Millisecondpulsars. Somemillisecondpulsars exhibit non-thermal emissionwith a
typical photon indexC< 1–2 (ref. 44), consistent with our observed spectrum. To
study the X-ray luminosities of these objects, we selected 125 millisecond pulsars
from the Australia Telescope National Facility Pulsar Catalog45 with spin periods
and dipolemagnetic field strengths consistent with the observed hard-X-ray emit-
ting millisecond pulsars, P, 10 ms and B, 1011 G. The spin-down power of the
selected objects, _E, ranges from 43 1032 to 23 1036 erg s21, with a mean _E5 63
1034 erg s21. Using the relation between non-thermal luminosity and spin-down
power established by previous studies46, L(2–10 keV)< 1024 _E, we obtain a mean
non-thermal X-ray luminosity of L(2–10 keV)5 63 1030 erg s21. Approximately
3,000 millisecond pulsars with this mean X-ray luminosity would be required to
account for the our observations. Over 100 of these sources would have a lumin-
osity of L(2–10 keV) ., 4 3 1031 erg s21, which is the Chandra point-source
detection limit for this region7. This implies that over 40%of the sources identified
by Chandra within the central 4 pc 3 8 pc are millisecond pulsars, a claim that
requires further study and is inconsistent with the intermediate polar interpreta-
tion of the majority of these sources2,4,7.
Sample size. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | The best-fit 20–40 keV spatial model and residual
image. a, The model, consisting of a point-like Gaussian, an extended
Gaussian, and a background model as described in the main text. The radio
position of Sgr A*16 and the Chandra positions of the Cannonball19,
G359.9520.0413 and G359.9720.03822 are overlaid. The FWHM extent of the
two-dimensional Gaussian fit to the extended emission is indicated by the solid
ellipse. The image is shown with a linear grey-scale distribution with the range

chosen to highlight the extended emission, in units of total counts per pixel (bar
at bottom). b, The residual image (observed minus model). Insets in a and
b show amagnified view of the central 4003 400 of themain panels, with 1s, 2s
and 3s error contours on the centroid positions of the extended (magenta) and
point-source (green) two-dimensional Gaussianmodels, as well as the position
of Sgr A* (cross) and G359.9520.04 (polygon).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Profiles of the 20–40 keV data and exponential
spatial model along Galactic longitude and latitude. a, Galactic latitude;
b, Galactic longitude. Top panels, the data (red, 1s errors) are fitted to a two-
dimensionalmodel consisting of the surface brightnessmodel used in ref. 5 and
described in the main text (dashed line) and a point-like Gaussian source (thin
solid line) that describes the emission fromG359.95–0.04, both convolved with
the on-axisNuSTARPSF, aswell as a flat background (dash-dot line) that varies
between detector chips. Profiles are obtained by integrating from 250 on either
side of each axis, with the origin defined at the position of Sgr A*. The
combined model (thick solid line) and residual emission (lower panels) show
that this phenomenological model describes the data well.
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ExtendedData Figure 3 | Regions used for extractionof background spectra
for NuSTAR observations 30001002001 (red), 30001002003 (white), and
30001002004 (green). The regions used for spectral analysis of the diffuse
emission are indicated by the dashed lines. These regions are overlaid on the

NuSTAR 20–40 keV image. The colour scale shows units of total counts per
pixel. The x and y axes indicate coordinates of right ascension and declination,
respectively.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Unfolded 2–40 keV energy spectrum from the
southwest region indicated in Fig. 1. Top panel, the 2–10 keV spectrum is
constructed from XMM-Newton data from the PN (black), MOS1 (red), and
MOS2 (green) instruments. The 10–40 keV spectrum is constructed from
NuSTAR focal plane A (dark blue) and focal plane B (cyan) data. The fit to the
data comprises two absorbed thermal plasmas plus an absorbed power-law,

multiplied by a separate normalization factor for each data set to account for
small calibration differences between instruments. The dashed lines indicate
the separatemodel components. Fit residuals are shown in the lower panel. Full
parameters of the spectralmodel are given inExtendedDataTable 2. Error bars,
1s statistical errors.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Unfolded 2–40 keV energy spectrum from the
northeast region indicated in Fig. 1. Top panel, the spectrum is composed as
in Extended Data Fig. 4. The model fitted to the data comprises an absorbed
two-temperature thermal plasma plus a power-law, multiplied by a separate

normalization factor for each data set. Fit residuals are shown in the lower
panel. Full parameters of the spectralmodel are given in ExtendedData Table 2.
Error bars, 1s statistical errors.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Unfolded 2–40 keV energy spectrum from the
northeast region indicated in Fig. 1. The spectrum is composed as in
Extended Data Fig. 4. The model fitted to the data comprises an absorbed two-
temperature thermal plasma plus a thermal bremsstrahlung, multiplied by a

separate normalization factor for each data set. Fit residuals are shown in the
lower panel. Full parameters of the spectral model are given in Extended Data
Table 3. Error bars, 1s statistical errors.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Best fit 2D Gaussian models

Parameters of the best-fit two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian models describing the extended hard-X-ray emission and the central point-like source, which is spectrally and spatially consistent with the pulsar wind
nebula G359.9520.04. CHXE is the 20–40 keV extended central hard X-ray emission. The errors quoted are 3s statistical errors. All parameters refer to source models before convolution with the NuSTAR PSF.
aThe angle h is defined with respect to the positive northern axis.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Fits with hard emission modelled as power law

Spectralmodel of the two extended emission regions in the energy range 2–40 keV, obtained from a joint fit of XMM (2–10 keV) andNuSTAR (10–40 keV) data, with the hard emissionmodelled as a power law. All
quoted errors are at 90% confidence level (CL).NH, absorption column;NC,NkT1,NkT2 are the normalizations for the power-law, kT1, and kT2 components, respectively. aRelative normalizations between different
instruments, defined with respect to NuSTAR FPMA. bAbundance relative to solar. These are best-fit values. In the southwest, Z2 was then fixed during error calculations, as described in the text. cMetallicities are
independent (linked) for the two temperature components in the southwest (northeast). dObserved flux.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Fits with hard emission modelled as thermal bremsstrahlung

Model and footnotes as in Extended Data Table 2, but with the hard emission modelled as a thermal bremsstrahlung. Nbremss is the normalization of the high-temperature bremsstrahlung component.
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